The World's Most Powerful
Monitoring Solution that Provides Demonstrable Compliance

ACCOUNTABILITY
COMPLIANCE
EVIDENCE
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ADMIN

Accountability Scorecard

1. Generate Reports for Management & Relevant Stakeholder
2. Reportable Unit Structure Matching Your Organizational Structure
3. Scorecard Showing the Development of Your Capacity to Comply
4. Demonstrate Accountability with Mandatory & Optional Privacy Management Activities
5. Define Minimal Mandatory Privacy Management Categories

Outcomes

Expertise
Confidently create questionnaires using pre-written questions developed by Nymity privacy experts.

Productivity
Automatically map evidence to the bodies of law that you are required to comply with (including GDPR, CCPA, LGPD etc.) and enable the privacy office to contextualize evidence in order to demonstrate compliance.

Compliance
Measure and report on compliance with national laws, BCRs, APEC cross border privacy rules, and other rule sources such as codes and regulations.

Reporting
Demonstrate accountability and compliance, with status reports on the privacy program which includes quantitative metrics supported by evidence.

Efficient Collaboration
Enable efficient collaboration and allow individuals throughout the organization to answer simple applicable questions and when necessary provide supporting evidence.

Accountability
Map evidence collected in the Accountability Scorecard to 900+ global compliance rules based on thirteen privacy management categories to determine if your program satisfies the requirements or contains gaps.
KEY FEATURES

- Powerful reporting functionality – high-level or more detailed view of the privacy programs
- Data privacy accountability scorecard with complete global coverage and evidence mapping
- Efficient collaboration tools
- Stakeholder engagement workflows
- Powered with global Rules library from Nymity’s Law Comparisons solution
- Library of policies, procedures, processes and training materials

- Global compliance program
- Binding Corporate Rules (BCR) process
- Smart questions, contextualized for each business unit
- Fast, flexible setup & deployment across the business and privacy office
- Pre-loaded out-of-the-box questions, created by privacy experts
- Evidence library
- Proven compliance assessment methodology

LEARN HOW NYMITY CAN HELP
YOU QUICKLY DEMONSTRATE ACCOUNTABILITY AND COMPLIANCE

REQUEST A DEMO
info@nymity.com
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